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Welcome to learning with the WEA! 

We are excited to be delivering face to face classes again in 

your local WEA learning centres. 

Find a course here, then book your place online at wea.org.uk or by 

calling our support centre on 0300 303 3464.   

Full information about all of our courses can be found on the website. 

We have lots of courses running online too – visit the website wea.org.uk 

to find out more. 
 

Course fees and support 

When you enrol either online or by phone, you will be asked to pay for the 

course fees by debit or credit card. 

You may be entitled to a free course if you are in receipt of certain 

benefits.   

For more information, see the website wea.org.uk or speak to our 

friendly support team on 0300 303 3464. 

 

 

  

 



Courses at Nottingham Mechanics           
3 North Sherwood Street 
NG1 4EZ 
 

 

  
Concerts in Depth with Mike Wheeler £86.00 
Whether a seasoned concert-goer or first-timer, this course is for 
you. Each week, we will study one major work due to be performed 
in Nottingham usually from the season at the Royal Concert Hall. 
We will also consider it in a wider context including, where relevant, 
the composer’s life and career, other works by the same or different 
composers, and wider cultural issues. To include works by Richard 
Strauss, Gluck, Monteverdi, Prokofiev and Ravel. 
 
Monday 10:15am- 12:15pm, starting 13 October for 10 sessions 
Nottingham Mechanics 

Ref: C2347726 

  

  
Celebrating Vaughan Williams with Mike Wheeler £86.00 
2022 marks the 150th anniversary of the birth of Vaughan Williams. 
This course aims to celebrate his life and work, focusing on specific 
musical genres in turn. We begin by looking at some works from the 
beginning of his career, before moving on, to his involvement with 
English folk song, his music for amateurs, his responses to poetry, 
his stage works, the influence of Tudor and Jacobean music, his 
symphonies and concertos. We will end the course with some of his 
large-scale choral works. 
 
Monday 1:30- 3:30pm, starting 13 October for 10 sessions 
Nottingham Mechanics 
 

Ref: C2347727 

Five 20th Century Poets and a Sense of Place with Paul Jarman £51.60 
To what extent does a poet’s local environment have an impact 
upon their poetry? For the five poets under discussion on this 
course – RS Thomas, Ted Walker, George Mackay Brown, Seamus 
Heaney and Ruth Bidgood – while their poetic styles and 
geographical locations are very different, their immediate 
environments often provide key material and inspiration for their 
poetry. If describing the contours of the natural landscape is less of 
a feature in the work of these poets than in those of an earlier age, 
they continue to explore traditional themes, such as the impact of 
the landscape upon their own childhood and upon the lives and 
livelihoods of local inhabitants, while also discussing the inevitable 
disappearance of landscape, customs and communities in the face 
of relentless mechanisation, globalisation and “progress”. 
 
Tuesday 10:15am- 12:15pm, starting 27 September for 6 sessions 
Nottingham Mechanics 

Ref: C2347598 

  



  

  
A Rose by any other name? Some key battles of the Wars of 
the Roses with Mark Barnard 

 
£ 51.60 

Beginning with the background to the first battle of the Wars, St 
Albans, and concluding with the death of ‘the Kingmaker’ at Barnet, 
this course explores why and how the leading families of England 
did their best to destroy each other for thirty years and reassesses 
the reputations of Henry VI, his queen, Margaret of Anjou & Richard 
of York. 

Ref: C2347514 

 
Tuesday 1:30- 3.30pm, starting 20 September for 6 sessions 
Nottingham Mechanics 
 

 

 
Tess of the D’Urbervilles with Judith Hedley 

 
£60.20 

'Tess of the D'Urbervilles' is now considered a masterpiece, but its 
publication history was troubled and its critical reception mixed.  Its 
tragic heroine, deeply flawed male protagonists, unflinching 
portrayal of rural life and poetic evocation of landscape all demand 
our attention, sometimes inviting comparison with other late Hardy 
novels, and with his poetry.  Lively and stimulating discussion is 
invariably a feature of sessions at the Mechanics, and our choice of 
this controversial text seems likely to carry on the tradition. 

Ref: C2347596 

 
Wednesday 10:15am-12:15pm starting 28 September for 7 sessions 

 

Basic British Sign Language with Judith Kidd 
This 8 week basic British Sign Language (BSL) course is for 
people wishing to learn some essential skills. This course is 
designed to teach learners to communicate with Deaf people in 
BSL and covers a variety of topics that involve simple everyday 
language use. Learners will gain basic skills and confidence in 
production and reception of BSL.  
Wednesday 10:00am-noon starting 21 September for 8 sessions 
Nottingham Mechanics 

 

 
 

 
£ 68.80 

Ref: C2347905 

 
 

 

The Notorious Normans: impact and legacy with Mark Barnard £ 60.20 
From October 1066, Duke William of Normandy and his entourage 
changed England forever. But what was his background and how 
was England affected by the last successful invasion of the country? 
Join me, Mark, to study William of Normandy and two other 
intriguing Norman rulers and learn how England was transformed by 
them. 
 

Ref: C2347515 

Wednesday 1:30-3:30pm starting 28 September for 7 sessions 
Nottingham Mechanics 

 

  



 
 
 
Day School: Georgian Nottinghamshire with Chris Weir 

 
 
 
 

£ 17.20 
Explore the development of the landscape in the Georgian period 
and how individuals and communities were affected by major 
economic and cultural changes including the impact on farming and 
land ownership. While some individuals gained land and began to 
build elegant country houses, others were left in poverty and 
became dependant on the poor law. We will touch on new pastimes: 
tea drinking, dancing and visits to a growing number of seaside 
resorts. The afternoon session is a guided walk round 
Nottingham town centre to view buildings that provide insights 
into status, building materials and civic functions. 
 

Ref: C2347902 

Thursday 10:15am-12:15pm & 1:30-3:30pm  22 September 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Much Ado about Shakespeare: The Winter's Tale with Hazel 
Salisbury 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£ 86.00 
"A sad tale's best for winter" says the king's young son and this 
play could so easily be a tragedy, as Leontes, overcome by rage 
and jealousy, sets about destroying his relationships with friends, 
family and devoted servants. Indeed the first half of the play 
concludes with death and disaster. But Time, that great healer, 
comes to the rescue, and sixteen years later, we see a new story 
developing of country festivals, flowers, songs, clowns and young 
love - a comedy then? Ah, but disapproving parents threaten the 
lovers and we might be in Romeo and Juliet territory. 
Supernatural events control the first half, and fairy-tale 
coincidences the second as a lost child is found and Sleeping 
Beauty awakes. 
 
We shall see how Shakespeare combines these apparently 
disparate elements in moving and lyrical verse, transforming 
folktale narrative to an insightful exploration of human relations, 
between friends, parents (and adopted parents), children and 
siblings, not to mention the bear. 
 
Friday 10:30am-12:30pm starting 30 September for 10 sessions 
Nottingham Mechanics   

 

 
 

 

 
 

Enrol online at wea.org.uk or call 0300 303 3464 
 

Ref:C2347516 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enrol online at wea.org.uk or call 0300 303 3464 

 

 

Day School: Georgian Nottinghamshire with Chris Weir £ 17.20 
Explore the development of the landscape in the Georgian period 
and how individuals and communities were affected by major 
economic and cultural changes including the 'inclosure' movement 
and impact on farming and land ownership.  While some individuals 
gained land and began to build elegant country houses, others were 
left in poverty and became dependant on the poor law. We will 
touch on new pastimes: the delights of tea drinking, dancing and 
visits to a growing number of seaside resorts. The afternoon 
session will be a walk round Nottingham town centre to view 
buildings that provide insights into status, building materials 
and civic functions. 
 

Ref: C2347903 

Saturday 10:15am-12:15pm & 1:30-3:30pm  5 November  
WEA Office, 39 Mapperley Road, Nottingham NG3 5AQ 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 



International Community Centre 
Mansfield Road, NG1 3FN 

 

  
Philosophy: Lies – morally wrong or just part of life?  
Tutor: Bettina Lange 

 
£43.00 

Thursday 4:00-6:00pm starting 22 September for 5 sessions 
 
Lying is generally perceived as unethical behaviour, but people also 
believe that it may be justified in certain circumstances. Different 
types of lying are seen as more or less morally objectionable - 
'white' lies are less objectionable than outright lies for example. 
Motivation is often regarded as important - not telling someone the 
truth to spare their feelings may be ok, but lying for personal 
advantage isn't. This course explores these and related issues with 
the help of different philosophers and philosophies. We will cover 
definitions of lying; justifications for lying and moral objections to it; 
how not representing the world as it is helps creative thinking; lying 
and disrespect for people.  

Ref: C2347917 

  
  
  
  
  

Arnold Library, Front Street, Arnold NG5 7EE 
 
Poet of the Month with Judith Hedley 

 
 
 

£ 60.20 
The aim of this course is both to introduce students to the lives and 
work of great poets past and present, and to remind ourselves of 
poets whose work we have enjoyed in the past. If you enjoy poetry 
or want to know more, come along to these informal and interactive 
monthly sessions.  At our first meeting in September, where we will 
study works by Louis MacNeice, we shall draw up a list of poets 
and topics for the six months to follow, for which your suggestions 
will be welcome. Sessions held the last Friday of the month. 
 
Friday 10am-noon starting 23 September for 7 monthly sessions 

Ref: C2347594 

  
  
Book of the Month with Nikki England  

£ 60.20 
This course offers participants the opportunity to read and discuss 
seven contemporary and popular books. Subject matter, style, 
characterisation, structure, setting, plot and meaning will be 
discussed. Books can be obtained from the library and we will 
discuss A Gentleman in Moscow by Amor Towles in the first 
session in October (subject to library availability) and it will be 
possible to collect this from Arnold library from August onwards. 
Sessions held second Friday of the month. 
Friday 10am-noon starting 14 October for 7 monthly sessions 

Ref: C2345515 



Enrol online at wea.org.uk or call 0300 303 3464 

 

 

   

 

  
  
  

  
  
  

Please note enrolment must be by telephone or online. 
When enrolling please quote the relevant course 
reference number C234……. as shown in the brochure. 

 
 
Course fees and support 
When you enrol either online or by phone, you will be 
asked to pay for the course fees by debit or credit card. 
You may be entitled to a free course if you are in receipt 
of certain benefits.   
For more information, see the website wea.org.uk or 
speak to our friendly support team on 0300 303 3464. 
 
 

 

  
  

 

 


